
Francisco Mora’s Magical Memories of Mexico

Autobiographical elements, a blend of personal mythology, Mexican surrealism, and indigenous
symbolism inform the artwork of Milwaukee-based artist Francisco X. Mora (b. 1952). Mora’s
eclectic style was established and continues to be influenced by a multitude of factors and
experiences scattered across his childhood and stimulating artistic career.

Born into a creative family, Francisco’s father was a talented artist and art teacher while his
mother was a gifted storyteller with a vivid imagination. Mora was professionally trained at La
Esmeralda: National School of Art in Mexico City where he studied with Mexico’s finest artists
that included Mexican muralist Arturo Estrada, a former student of the famed surrealist Frida
Kahlo. Later Mora studied printmaking and ceramics at the Fine Arts School in Morelia
Michoacán. By 1971, he worked for the National Institute of Fine Arts in Mexico City as an
assistant in the cleaning and restoration of mural paintings by realist Diego Rivera, social realist
David Alfaro Siqueiros, and social realist Jose Clemente Orozco.

While Mora was clearly exposed to the work of many great artists from past and contemporary
periods, his artwork expresses his own personal journey. Mora states, “I look up to many artists,
historic and contemporary, but in the end I am mostly interested in myself and where I am today.
My work is the result of my inner self, growth, and the appreciation of life as it passes by.”

In the exhibition “El Circo sobre la Mesa” (the circus on the table), Mora presents memories
from his mother’s home in the little Mexican town of Cuenco de Flores (bowl of flowers).
Everything Mora does is related to his memories of Mexico. Mora muses, “It was always a
pleasure to sit down at her table. -- not only for the food, but for the wonderful, endless
conversations. She always had fruit, flowers, a few friendly bugs, and the occasional curious
lizard. Soon, I got used to sharing a meal or two with her unusual, yet lovely guests.”

Mora allows his past to not only inform the subject matter of artwork, but also the medium. “I
paint from memory or, better yet, from imagination; and when an idea comes to me, it already
has a medium attached to it. Some ideas work well in a transparent medium so I'll use
watercolor, others might need solid colors or heavy textures, maybe acrylic or oil. The same
goes for size; some ideas work well in a small format while others need to be large.”

Mora works in a variety of mediums including painting, printmaking, sculpture, murals, ceramics,
silversmithing, and toy making. He has also illustrated and authored dozens of children’s books
in both Spanish and English. His artwork has been included in national and international
exhibitions including those at the Milwaukee Art Museum, Museum of Wisconsin Art, Racine Art
Museum, and the National Museum of Mexican Art in Chicago.


